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Le Geek, c’est clique 

How are meanings of science constructed in everyday 

interactions within Online Science Social Groups? 

Literature and Theory Review 

 

 

Phenomenal!!!!!!!!!! 

Wow! Why isn’t that on the news? 

damn 

There is hope for Republicans yet!!! 

- Comments thread on the Facebook group ‘I Fucking Love Science’, responding to a 

successful transplant of neural stem cells (IFLS 2014)  

 

People seem to really enjoy the mix of humour and intelligence – people become so 

frustrated with the nonsense that’s posted on social media every day, it’s nice for 

people to have a page where they can come and laugh but still know that everything 

they see is accurate. 

- Elise Andrew, founder of ‘I Fucking Love Science’, in interview for The Chemical 

Blog (Hudson 2014) 

 

If you think geeks are so sexy or cool, bang one. Go to any university and find a 

computer or physics lab at 2AM and take your pick. Until then, go commit cultural 

fraud someplace else, and take your phony ‘I fucking love science’ group with you.  

- Maddox, blogger at thebestpageintheuniverse.net, writing about the sites ‘I 

Fucking Love Science’ and geeksaresexy.net (Maddox 2012) 
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These quotations from the world of Web 2.0 science all exhibit features of excitement for STS 

scholars.  We see specialist scientific knowledge and institutions being related to social and 

political life.  We see scientific work presented as something for a wide variety of public 

discussions, rather than created by scientists and diffused by others.  And we see science being 

used as a rhetorical resource to construct boundaries, whether between accurate information 

and “nonsense”, between true geeks and “frauds”, and even between fully-functional brains and 

the brains of Republicans.  But there are some particular features to note.  Firstly, the 

prominence of emotion – whether excitement, amusement, or anger.   Secondly, the uncertainty 

and fluidity of the identities presented above.  From the text on the screen we do not know the 

authors’ professional, political, or educational commitment to science.  And, most importantly, 

the interplay of the two.  In place of the specialist, professional, and political boundaries that 

pervade STS research, we are confronted by boundaries made by emotional and phatic1 

discussions around science.  These features are familiar in offline life; they were not made by 

Web 2.0, but they are made visible by it. 

 

The specific aim of this research is to address the following question: How are meanings of 

science constructed in everyday interactions within Online Science Social Groups?  This question 

incorporates a few elements, drawn out throughout this document following this schematic: 

 

                                                           
1 ‘Phatic’ is a term coined in 1923 by the anthropologist Bronislaw Malinowski, to refer to “a type of 
speech in which ties of union are created by a mere exchange of words… They fulfil a social function and 
that is their principal aim”, and one which has been recently taken up by scholars of online communities 
(Knight and Weedon 2014; Malinowski 1923:315; Miller 2008) 
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This piece therefore progresses from description towards argumentation, beginning and ending 

with a focus on online settings but drawing mostly on theory developed from offline worlds.  I 

begin with a broad outline of discussions around Web 2.0 in Public Engagement with Science, 

from which I propose OSSGs as a means of addressing lacunae.  The following sections develop 

an extended explanation of the reasons for this proposal, drawing more upon research from 

offline settings.   
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Although this project pushes against the over-emphasis on formal and structured settings in 

PES, it is ultimately intended as a complement to such research, much as studying behaviour in 

a school playground might be a useful complement to studying a classroom.  Though there are 

still constraints – just as the playground still has a certain physical structure, and there are quite 

a variety of social hierarchies and norms at play – OSSGs are still spaces more open for 

participants to dictate their own interactions in a setting of minimal formal constraint.  By doing 

so I hope that we can better understand many of the interactions going on within the formal 

settings.  Therefore, although this study draws upon a range of disciplines, it is still aimed at 

contributing to public engagement with science.   

 

 

1) Online Science Social Groups 

Social media shares a lot in common with pyramid schemes… there’s a nearly constant barrage of 

exhortations to participate, including unrealistic promises of future rewards.   

- David Crotty, blogging on The Scholarly Kitchen (2010) 

 

1.1. Web 2.0 and Public Engagement with Science 

Recurrent empirical evidence points to the importance of the internet as a source for 

communicating science, whether as a searchable source of information (Ipsos MORI 2014:53–

58; National Science Board 2014:7.15–7.18) or an alternative to traditional media outlets (Allan 

2011; Colson 2011).  However, as well as these changes Web 2.0 also describes a move from 

“hierarchical expert-driven delivery of content to… collaborative generation of content; and a 

more general collapse of the distinction between the ‘consumption’ and the ‘production’ of 

information” (Hughes 2012:xxviii).  This holds obvious, if broad, promises for the PES 

commitment to more democratic and participatory knowledge-making (Cacciatore, Scheufele, 

and Corley 2012; Trench 2008).  One key example here is the ‘science blog’ (Colson 2011).  

Marie-Claire Shanahan argues that through combining hyperlinks and direct comments threads, 

science blogs are adept at “bringing together diverse sources of information to create linked 

webs of meaning and facilitating interactions… that provide potential challenges or 

supplements to transmissionist models of science journalism” (Shanahan, 2011, quotation 

p.906).  This question of linkages and boundaries facilitated by Web 2.0 has been taken up in 

other studies, with questions of how science bloggers perceive (and construct) themselves as 

part of networks through questions of credibility and authority (Riesch and Mendel 2014); 
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perceptions of audiences (Bell 2012b); and humorous interaction and shared geography 

(Mendel and Riesch n.d.).  Another important topic is the use of Web 2.0 in citizen science, a 

form of “organized research in which members of the public engage in the process of scientific 

investigations: asking questions, collecting data, and/or interpreting results” (Bonney n.d.).  

Huge global projects like Galaxy Zoo or FoldIt are based around turning routine scientific 

exercises into online games, creating an international network of distributed problem-solvers 

(http://www.galaxyzoo.org/; http://fold.it/portal/); locally specific citizen science projects 

increasingly employ data-collection software to store and share data via a web-based server 

(https://www.ucl.ac.uk/excites/software/sapelli).  Some analyses see the internet as a 

facilitator of multidirectional communication between citizen and professional scientists (Grey 

2009); while others critique the boundaries embedded in online structures, particularly around 

permitted levels of participation (Haklay 2013; Wiggins and Crowston 2011).   

 

Let us consider parallels between these two sets of studies in more detail.  Firstly, both are 

suffused with clear normative concerns.  These may come from the analyst, for example works 

on citizen science which push for greater involvement of citizens in designing projects and 

setting goals (Haklay 2013; Wiggins and Crowston 2011); or they may come from the subject 

under research, such as bloggers setting up networks to mutually boost each individual 

blogger’s readership, information base, and credibility (Bell 2012b).  Often these two facets 

overlap, as analysts aim to assist research subjects with their stated aims (Cooper et al. 2007; 

Kouper 2010; Wilderman 2007).  Furthermore these concerns are primarily practical, centring 

on effective sharing of information.  Though more emotive concerns of enjoyment, friendship, 

and suchlike are mentioned by some authors, these factors either appear only in empirical 

sections and disappear prior to broader analysis (Bell 2012b:255–257) or are employed in the 

service of practical aims such as participant recruitment (Mendel and Riesch n.d.; Nov, Arazy, 

and Anderson 2011).  This combination ultimately downplays the less explicitly goal-orientated 

(i.e. phatic) interactions which form an important part of internet socialising (Miller 2008, also 

see section 2.5 in this document).  Secondly, the discussions proceed from a start-point of 

divided groups – ‘bloggers’ and ‘audiences’, ‘scientists’ and ‘citizens’, and so on.  Even if these 

roles are critiqued, there is still little acknowledgement of the more fluid identity-construction 

made possible by internet pseudonymity (Turkle 1995).  However, both of these are features 

which can be seen more clearly by focussing on alternative corners of the internet. 

 

 

http://www.galaxyzoo.org/
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/excites/software/sapelli
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1.2. Online Social Science Groups 

It is possibly important to outline what I mean by ‘Online Science Social Groups’ (OSSG’s).  To 

push against the issues outlined above, in addition to others discussed throughout this 

document, I delimit these by the following characteristics: 

 

1) They present themselves as aimed at an audience interested in ‘science’, conceived broadly.  

This excludes sites focussed on technology, medical sciences, or a particular scientific 

discipline. 

2) They are interactive sites and allow any participant to contribute content on an equal basis.  

This excludes blogs, in which most participants are limited to only commenting on posts.   

3) There are no necessary professional/nonprofessional or specialist/nonspecialist 

identifiers.  This excludes sites which require specialist credentials for registration (e.g. 

institutional log-in). 

4) They display no strong normative goals or intended output.  They do not focus on or value 

conversations in which scientific information is discussed any more highly than jokes, 

expressions of social solidarity, or other phatic transactions.  This excludes citizen science 

and learner groups. 

 

Some notable examples are presented below.  Fig 1. is the Facebook group I Fucking Love 

Science, created in 2012 by the biology undergraduate Elise Andrew.  Initially intended as a 

device for sharing fun science facts, it now has nearly 19m ‘likes’ and regularly tops Facebook’s 

engagement statistics (Lunau 2013).  As seen in the introductory quotations, it is also the 

subject of much discussion outside the site itself, and has spawned three humorous parody 

sites: I Fucking Hate Science, I Fucking Hate I Fucking Love Science, and I am Fucking Ambivalent 

About Science.2  Fig. 2 is the /r/science subreddit (i.e. community) of the site Reddit, where 

users can post content to be discussed and voted upon – conversations with the most votes 

move up to the top of the site, achieving greater visibility (http://www.reddit.com/about/).  As 

shown, the top science stories can achieve hundreds, even thousands, of votes within a matter of 

hours.  Fig. 3 is the BadScience Forum, originally set up by popular author and medical 

professional Ben Goldacre as part of his campaigning against misuse of science in public 

discussion (Goldacre 2008, 2012; Riesch and Mendel 2013).  Though this can incorporate 

practical action, as seen in the ‘activism’ section, much of the discussion revolves around simple 

enjoyment of mockery – hence the “fun with pseudoscience” banner at the top of the forum.  

                                                           
2 https://www.facebook.com/sciencecansuckit?fref=ts; https://www.facebook.com/pages/I-Fucking-
Hate-I-Fucking-Love-Science/453887201346834?fref=ts; 
https://www.facebook.com/ambivalentscience?fref=ts 

http://www.reddit.com/about/
https://www.facebook.com/sciencecansuckit?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/pages/I-Fucking-Hate-I-Fucking-Love-Science/453887201346834?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/pages/I-Fucking-Hate-I-Fucking-Love-Science/453887201346834?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/ambivalentscience?fref=ts
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Indeed many discussions, particularly in the ‘Meaningless Banter’ section, do not even 

necessarily refer to Bad Science, or indeed science at all (viz. today’s threads “Elbow Poll” and 

“Secret Zebra Clubhouse” - http://www.badscience.net/forum/viewforum.php?f=6).  

 

 

 

Fig 1. ‘I Fucking Love Science’ (https://www.facebook.com/IFeakingLoveScience?fref=ts, 

accessed 15.01.13) 

 

Fig. 2. /r/Science subreddit (http://www.reddit.com/r/science/, accessed 15.01.13) 

 

 

http://www.badscience.net/forum/viewforum.php?f=6
https://www.facebook.com/IFeakingLoveScience?fref=ts
http://www.reddit.com/r/science/
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Fig. 3. The Bad Science Forum 

(http://www.badscience.net/forum/viewforum.php?f=3&sid=83a12f8f5db8288690b39915d6

0372a4, accessed 15.01.13) 

 

 

However, although I propose these groups as a useful topic of study, they should not be solely 

seen as case-studies of public engagement.  This is because the activity in these groups can only 

be partially described by the current broad state of PES scholarship.  I illustrate this in the next 

section by moving away from specifically focussing on the online setting, and instead introduce 

a broad base of scholarly approaches which can contribute to analysing these groups. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.badscience.net/forum/viewforum.php?f=3&sid=83a12f8f5db8288690b39915d60372a4
http://www.badscience.net/forum/viewforum.php?f=3&sid=83a12f8f5db8288690b39915d60372a4
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2) Interactions 

2.1 Why ‘Interactions’? 

I begin at a basic question of science and technology studies – ‘what happens when people talk 

about science?’.  Many of the foundational works of STS emerged out of applying this question to 

professional scientists talking amongst themselves (Collins 1985; Gilbert and Mulkay 1984; 

Latour 1987). However, I will be addressing this question in terms of conversations where 

some, maybe even all, of the participants are nonspecialists in science.  The possible variety of 

such conversations is vast, but one way to carve up the literature on this subject is to consider 

different ways in which authors view the purposes of conversations they discuss, and who is or 

should be involved in them (Bauer, Allum, and Miller 2007).  However one cannot approach 

OSSGs with a priori knowledge of the purposes or participants involved in the groups;  therefore 

I use the broad term ‘interactions’ in order to maintain this possible diversity.  In this section I 

elaborate on this by introducing three major forms of interaction, and their corresponding 

literature: engagement, informal education, and fan communication.  These three are not 

intended to be exhaustive of all possible interactions; I discuss them as all have a substantial 

body of prior literature, which are discussed throughout this piece.   

 

2.2 Engagement 

The scholarly field of ‘public engagement with science’ (PES) involves critique of dialogue 

processes amongst scientists, policy-makers, and diverse publics (for history of the term see 

Bauer et al. 2007; Lock 2011:22–27).  Within the scholarship, an important divide must be 

noted.  PES, and research carried out under that label, has mostly become attached to questions 

of policy-based dialogues (Gregory and Lock 2008; McCallie et al. 2009:11–12; Stilgoe, Lock, and 

Wilsdon 2014:3–6). However scholars such as Sarah Davies and Jane Lehr have pointed out that 

PES-style dialogues also occur in settings outside the policy-making realm.  These include 

designed sites like museums and science centres3, and also science-themed events outside 

specialised institutions (Davies et al. 2009; Lehr et al. 2007).  These scholars argue that such 

“dialogue events” have been undertheorised compared to those relating directly to policy 

decisions, and also that such settings cannot be straightforwardly treated in the same way as 

                                                           
3 Lehr et. al. (2007) use the term ‘informal science institutions’ (ISI’s), which they define by examples – 
museums, science centres, and so on – which overlap considerably with the ‘designed sites’ of informal 
education.  Therefore for continuity throughout this paper I shall use the term ‘designed sites’, though it 
should be noted that the settings considered in these two papers are strictly only a subset of the more 
expansive concept of designed sites.  
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previous research has dealt with policy-based engagement.  This is an extant, though amicable, 

division in PES research today (Stilgoe et al. 2014:9–10). 

 

Despite their supposedly phatic emphasis, interactions within OSSGs can slip from non-policy to 

policy-based.  As noted in Mark Henderson’s The Geek Manifesto, engagement from intrinsic 

interest in ‘science’ in broad terms can become engagement for reasons of policy – as in the 

example of the 2009-2013 libel reform campaign, which was supported by a movement 

assembled largely through science-interested online networks (Henderson 2012).  Jason 

Chilvers has referred to this as uninvited engagement: “organic, spontaneous public 

engagement… initiated and organised by citizens themselves rather than decision institutions”  

(Chilvers and Macnaghten 2011:24; Chilvers 2010:10).  However, even an expansion of 

‘engagement’ to include such actions does not account for the fact that much internet activity 

does not involve dialogue; many participants choose to simply receive a one-way flow of 

information (Munzel and Kunz 2014).  This does not imply that the audience is passive, but 

instead requires us to consider that activity might take place as individual learning rather than 

public engagement.   

 

  

2.3 Informal Education 

As with PES scholarship, we must acknowledge an important terminological division in 

educational research. ‘Formal’ education occurs within institutions such as schools or 

universities, following standardised programmes designed and assessed by educational 

specialists; ‘informal’ learning takes place outside of formal institutions, and is guided by the 

choices of the learners (Bell et al. 2009:11, 47; Lloyd et al. 2012:1–2; McCallie et al. 2009:12,18).  

Informal science education (ISE) can be further subdivided by into ‘designed’ and ‘everyday’ 

settings.  An influential 2009 report by the US National Research Council (NRC) describes 

designed settings as “environments that are intentionally designed for learning about science 

and the physical and natural world”, ranging from entire science centres to a particular exhibit 

within a museum (Bell et al. 2009:127).  Everyday settings comprise “spontaneous, opportune 

moments of learning that come up unexpectedly” through to “more deliberate and focused 

pursuits that involve science learning and may grow into more stable interests and activity 

choices” such as reading books or watching documentaries (Bell et al. 2009:94).  I propose that 

use of social media sites, as a leisure-time activity which often takes place in settings such as the 

home or the workplace, is best classified as an everyday activity of the “deliberate and focused” 
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sort.  However this distinction is actually quite complicated, particularly with respect to 

methodology, and will be discussed further in Section 4. 

What does the distinction and the interface between engagement and education look like?  A 

work pertinent to that discussion is a report from the US-based Centre for the Advancement of 

Informal Science Education (CAISE) on integrating PES into ISE (McCallie et al. 2009).  In this 

report, engagement is characterised as “mutual learning by publics and scientists—and, in some 

cases, policy makers” which is “premised on the assumption that both publics and scientists 

have expertise, valuable perspectives, and knowledge to contribute to the development of 

science and its application in society” (pp. 12, 23).  As both involve a learning process there are 

no necessary boundaries between ISE and PES, though the existence of the report implies a view 

that the two are largely separate fields of endeavour.  The difference between the two might be 

broadly seen in this way: as a process of self-determined learning, ISE effects changes at an 

individual level, most notably changing their understanding of and interest in science; as a 

process of “mutual” learning, PES effects changes at a group level, whether creation of new 

knowledge or social/political changes.  Though a potentially simplistic division this can 

nonetheless be seen throughout basic premises and terminology of the two fields, such as the 

movement from public to “mini-publics” in PES (Stilgoe et al. 2014:6) or the characterisation of 

informal learning as “learner-motivated” and “personal” (Bell et al. 2009:11).  It will also recur 

throughout the literature discussed in this piece. 

 

Again, it is not clear whether OSSG activity would best be classified as education or engagement.  

To give just one example, the Sense About Science website was set up with largely one-way 

educational purposes for individuals confused by mass media reportage of science, but ended 

up as a group voice involved in a classically PES-esque controversy over libel reform 

(Henderson 2012).   We must also note the rhetorical force of each term – ‘education’ has quite 

different connotations to ‘engagement’ – and participants may see the role of social networks as 

quite specifically one or the other, in ways that may not precisely match scholarly description.  

Equally, though ISE literature may be able to bring useful descriptions of how individual 

participants (even apparently inactive ones) participate in OSSGs, and maybe even the role 

played by emotions in this process, this is still focussed on normative rather than phatic 

participation (Bell et al. 2009:41–49; Ross 2007). 
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2.5 Fan Scholarship 

A third way of thinking about interactions within OSSGs, from outside explicitly STS literature, 

comes from scholarship on fan communities (or ‘fandoms’).  In contrast to the above 

approaches, fan scholarship pushes against focussing on shared normative goals, and instead 

tries to account for the chaotic individuality of participation.   It does so by focussing on phatic 

and emotional expressions and using these to build bridges between individual and group 

features, such as between personal affect and “site[s] of meaning” (Hills and Jenkins 2006:19–

26) or between a group “ethic of friendliness” and validation of individual contributions (Baym 

2000:94–121).  It is therefore phatic, rather than normative, interactions that define and 

maintain fandoms; this makes them worth considering as a complement to PES and ISE 

literature in examining OSSGs. 

However, an absolutely central point of much fan scholarship is that is that many fan 

interactions involve creating narratives which are an alternative ‘reality’ (though still 

recognisably similar) to the ones provided by writers of the original texts – common examples 

include re-imagining characters into romantic circumstances, emphasising the perspective of 

minor characters, or using authorial privileges to place oneself in the story (Booth 2010:17, 120, 

190).  This level of flexibility is harder to imagine in discussions dealing with supposedly 

objective science ‘facts’, discovered from nature by specialist practices rather than created by 

writers.  Henry Jenkins’ description of fan knowledge discussions, in which “each participant 

applies their own rules, works the data through their own processes, some of which will be 

more convincing than others, but none of which are wrong at face value” could almost have 

been written as a deliberate contrast to many science-based discussions (Jenkins 2006a:54).  

This is not to argue there is no interpretative flexibility within discussions of science;  but a 

major feature, even problem, noted by PES scholars is that science is frequently seen by 

participants across science-related conversations as something quite different from other, more 

subjective, forms of activity (Collins and Evans 2002:237–239; Irwin and Wynne 1996:4–6; 

Wynne 2003:406–408). This raises the question of how similar interactions within OSSGs are to 

those studied by fan scholars.  This can be answered only after further study; for now, I 

conclude on the point that PES, ISE, and fan scholarship all touch on aspects of OSSG 

interactions, but all are limited.  In the next section I therefore consider a point of theoretical 

point of overlap between the separate literatures – the relations they note between knowledge 

and identity.  
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3) Knowledge, Identity, and Meaning-Making   

“We’re not over-sharing on biographical details… Ultimately, it doesn’t matter whether we are the 

pride of our mothers and the despair of our schoolfriends because we are so laden down with 

academic honours that we can’t get our heads through a standard doorway – or if we don’t have a 

25m swimming certificate between us. It’s the ideas, science and analysis that count.” 

 

- HolfordWatch Blog ‘About Us’ page, (quoted Bell 2012a:2) 

 

3.1 Introducing Knowledge-Identity Relations 

I refer to ‘knowledge-identity relations’ in a broad sense: how claims about scientific knowledge 

– from arguments over the truthfulness or usefulness of the claims, through to assessments of 

recipients’ abilities to replicate these claims – are related to questions of who is making, 

interpreting, and using these claims.  In this section I consider recurrent themes across the 

three fields introduced above.  The cumulative conclusion is that both knowledge, identity, and 

the relations between them are described increasingly detailed ways across (and within) the 

different strands of literature, but that these can be usefully related to observable interactions 

by the broad umbrella term of ‘meaning-making’.  This section also highlights an important 

point: thick description of knowledge-identity relations stops shorter in the PES/ISE literature 

which studies everyday settings.  Given that knowledge-identity relations emerge from 

particular settings, this means that the thicker description of knowledge-identity relations 

extracted from more formal and designed case-studies may not be applicable to everyday lives.  

This suggests an important role for this project. 

 

3.2 Identity as a context for Knowledge  

A recognisable theme across much social sciences literature, including PES and ISE, is the shift 

away from conceptualisations of knowledge as universal and into showing knowledge as 

socially contingent (McCarthy 1996). For instance, the Bell et. al. ISE report draws on a wide-

ranging review of education literature by Greeno et. al. (2006), which describes a movement in 

educational literature away from behaviourist perspectives, which describes knowledge as “the 

organized accumulation of stimulus-response associations that serve as components of skills” 

and towards cognitive and sociocultural perspectives, which account for personal associations 

and/or social constraints and affordances (Bell et al. 2009:30; Greeno et al. 2006:28–29).  

Although drawing on very different theoretical literature, much of the PES field has followed a 
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similar trajectory.  The canonical PES work of Brian Wynne and Alan Irwin brought 

constructivist sociology of scientific knowledge to bear on public understanding of science 

(Irwin and Wynne 1996:7).  Based on this background Wynne and Irwin presented a view of 

scientific knowledge as a rhetorical resource, where distinctions between the legitimately 

‘scientific’ and the ‘unscientific’ were decided in the course of discussions – a view they 

contrasted with “the image of science which is generally presented within the ‘public 

understanding of science’… a unified, cleanly bounded, and clear body of knowledge and 

method” (Irwin and Wynne 1996:7–8). 

This social contingency of knowledge opens up space for involvement of personal and group 

identities.  For instance, Wynne’s much-cited study of Cumbrian sheep-farming in the aftermath 

of the Chernobyl explosion illustrated that the professional label of ‘scientist’ allowed 

participants a much more active role in efficaciously sharing knowledge than the label of 

‘farmer’, irrespective of how relevant scientific or farming knowledge was to the problem at 

hand (Wynne 1996).  This issue continues within policy-based research, with a key question 

being how to ensure legitimate participation of different forms of expertise (Collins and Evans 

2002, 2003).  Outside of policy-based PES Sarah Davies has illustrated, from studies of the 

Science Museum’s Dana Centre, that unequal power relations between different groups can 

define “conflicts over who is understood to have useful knowledge” (Davies 2013:76).  Also 

based on museum studies, though from a more education-oriented perspective, John Falk has 

constructed a seven-point classification of visitor identities that he argues can be used to 

understand different responses to encounters with knowledge (Falk 2009, 2011).  It is worth 

reiterating the point that by bringing in these separate sets of literature we can see knowledge-

identity relations working at both group (‘experts’ and ‘nonexperts’) and individual (museum 

visitor) levels.  In all cases, the sort of person or people involved in interactions plays a role in 

the sort of knowledge developed, whether the change occurs in the behaviour of an individual 

or the output of a group.  

 

It is also worth commenting here on the “public understanding of science” movement in the UK 

mentioned by Wynne and Irwin.  In contrast to the qualitative studies presented above, this was 

a largely quantitative movement based on survey research and structured questionnaires.  

Following the earlier US-based work of Jon Miller, these surveys worked with increasingly 

broad ideas of ‘scientific knowledge’, incorporating understanding of both “cognitive content” 

(i.e. accepted facts) and “norms and processes” of scientific research (Durant, Evans, and 

Thomas 1989; Miller 1983).    They also included increasingly varied identity classifications: 

from traditional demographic categories such as age and educational attainment, and broad 
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divisions between scientifically literate/illiterate and attentive/inattentive (Miller 1983:38–41); 

to self-reported measures of religiosity, socio-political values and attitudes towards different 

kinds of science (Evans and Durant 1995:59–65).  This continues in an interesting fashion in the 

last two UK Public Attitudes Surveys, which have produced six “attitudinal clusters” towards 

science – Concerned, Indifferent, Late Adopters, Confident Engagers, Distrustful Engagers, 

Disengaged Sceptics (PAS 2011 6-7) – based on relating answers to personal attitude questions 

with answers to knowledge questions.  In a similar fashion to Falk’s work, though drawn from 

experiences beyond museum settings, these clusters are used to explain responses to scientific 

knowledge via recourse to other personal interests and experiences (Ipsos MORI 2014:133–

138).  

  

3.3 Knowledge as a context for Identity  

Another key theme across much of the literature discussed above is the idea of identity as a 

dynamic concept, something constructed during the course of an event and/or lifetime.  To 

begin at the personal scale, the idea of identity development is integral to ideas of ‘learning’ 

within ISE.  One of the key developments of the Bell et. al. ISE report is the development of a six-

strand model of science learning.  Alongside more predictable strands such as “understanding 

science knowledge” is the sixth strand “identifying with the scientific enterprise”; the authors 

also note that “identity is developed over the life span and so incorporates the dimension of 

time” (Bell et al. 2009:43–47).  A further review by the Institute for Learning Innovation has 

also suggested that these general ideas could be made more theoretically rich by incorporating 

ideas of ‘science identity’ – a “construct that can explain an individual’s learning, meaning‐

making, and actions as they confront science content” developed by scholars of formal 

education by following the personal developments of high school science students (Brickhouse 

and Potter 2001; Carlone et al. 2008; Fraser and Ward 2009:4).  In a mirror process to the 

previous section, one of the important factors feeding into the development of science identity is 

a student’s response to new scientific knowledge and how they relate that to self-perceptions of 

themselves as a ‘science person’ (Carlone and Johnson 2007).  Science identity is therefore 

dynamically developed by encounters with scientific knowledge, and in turn goes on to shape 

such encounters in the future. 

For similar ideas focussed more on development of group identities we can turn back to the 

expertise debates within policy-based PES. As with their approach to knowledge, Wynne and 

Irwin took a constructivist slant to the groups they investigated: how expert-laypeople divides 

originated and were legitimated.  Irwin and Wynne referred to this as a relational focus which 
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aimed to “examine both the operation of scientific expertises/institutions and different ‘publics’ 

in relation to one another… and [the] social interdependence of different forms of science, 

knowledge and expertise.” (Irwin and Wynne 1996:8)  However this relational view of expertise 

has been more recently opposed by a ‘realist’ view proposed by Harry Collins and Robert Evans 

(2002, 2007).  Instead of analysing where expertise has been ascribed in a post-hoc fashion, 

Collins and Evans argue that social analysts must work towards normative definitions of 

expertise, to help policymakers “define classes of expert before the dust has settled” (Collins 

and Evans 2002:241).  Nonetheless acquisition of knowledge – or using knowledge differently – 

can result in an individual changing the class of expert they fall within; (Collins and Evans 

2007).  An example is the AIDS activists studied by Steven Epstein, who combined personal 

experiences of AIDS with accumulated medical knowledge to acquire a new expert role within 

debates (Epstein 1996).  Therefore despite the heated controversy caused by this “Third Wave” 

approach to expertise (Collins and Evans 2003), the Collins and Evans model shares with the 

relational model of expertise a description within which individuals and groups can assume 

new identities over the course of interactions based on different uses of knowledge.  

At this point we encounter an asymmetry.  In the quantitative survey research it is very difficult 

to develop descriptions of dynamic identities – although changes in identities are noted, these 

are simply proportional snapshots taken at certain times, for example ‘in 2011 17% of the 

population were Disengaged Sceptics, in 2014 the proportion is 13%’ (Ipsos MORI 2014:133–

135).  Most notably, these quantitative researchers do not see the interactions within which 

knowledge and identity are performed and related, in contrast to the settings discussed above 

which can make heavy use of the physical co-presence of researchers and participants 

(Bultitude and Sardo 2012a:2781–2782).  As discussed below, this is problematic; for it is 

precisely through watching interactions that we can operationalise these broad notions of 

knowledge-identity relations as ‘meaning-making’. 

 

3.4 Knowledge, Identity, and Meaning-Making Online 

“Perhaps the most important technological advance”, claim fan scholars Hellekson and Busse in 

their history of fan texts, “is the advent of the internet” (Hellekson and Busse 2006:13).  As 

noted by Henry Jenkins, the internet 

allow[ed] fans to compare notes, elaborate and refine theories through collaboration with other 

contributors… [see] that their own knowledge must already be the common property of the group 

as well as staking out a claim for their own superior knowledge of the shared narrative... 

knowledge equals prestige, reputation, power (Jenkins 1995:122, 125) 
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The knowledge hierarchy noted here can also be found in a less competitive form in the soap 

opera fan group rec.arts.tv.soaps (‘r.a.t.s.’) studied by Nancy Baym.  Baym demonstrates links 

between two forms of cultural capital – “information” and “performative talent” (Baym 

2000:159).  Notable examples are members of the groups who, through combining particularly 

longstanding or dedicated viewership of the soap opera with active participation in the online 

group, become recognisable and respected figures within the community (Baym 2000:159–

171).  Different presentations and uses of knowledge can also result in individuals becoming 

identified with particular “fannish functions,” from posting reviews of fan fiction to collating 

‘meta’ i.e. interesting reflexive discussions amongst fans about fan literature or being a fan 

(Hellekson and Busse 2006:12).  

 

However fans are not just demarked by simply possessing or demonstrating knowledge.  Baym 

has argued that online fandoms can be made sense of by seeing them as examples of Jean Lave 

and Etienne Wenger’s “communities of practice” (Baym 2000:21–22, 31). For the fan 

scholarship discussed here, the pertinent practices relate to texts; following Jenkins’ seminal 

Textual Poachers (1992), fan scholarship has highlighted the active, interpretative role played 

by fans and fan groups in how they approach texts (Hellekson and Busse 2006:17–22).  Jenkins 

refers to this as ‘making meaning’ out of texts.  Although he never defines what he means by this 

term, the concept – based originally on studies of videos created by fans from re-editing 

recordings of TV shows – usefully unites ideas of knowledge and identity, at both group and 

individual level, into particular practices (Jenkins 1992:224–248).  Making something 

meaningful of disjointed video clips re-cut into a new narrative requires knowledge of what the 

clips both originally referred to and the significance of their new arrangement.  But meaning-

making also relies on and reinforces both personal and group identities, in recognition of what 

the video conveys and its relevance to the fandom, through communal discussion around the 

video (Jenkins 1992:227–238).  This also taps into the phatic and emotional side of much fan 

communication; “dynamic and participatory” uses of knowledge interact with fan identities by 

“continually testing and reaffirming the group’s social ties”, and “the ability to expand your 

individual grasp by pooling knowledge with others intensifies the pleasures”. (Jenkins 

2006a:28, 54 see also pp.24-26).  In an important sense for this project, ‘meaning-making’ 

therefore combines the ideas of knowledge-identity relations, group and individual levels, and 

emotive/phatic interactions. 
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References to ‘meaning-making’ can also be found throughout PES and ISE literature.  Wynne 

and Irwin originally proposed their 1988 project as a study of “public interpretations of 

science”, and saw the important questions as “how do we understand what different public 

groups mean?… how are collective meanings constructed as representative meanings, in the 

public sphere?” (Wynne 2014:64).  For ISE, the Bell et. al. report suggests that “meaning-making 

(i.e., interpreting experiences to give them personal significance) has become so central to 

descriptions of learning in informal environments that it is sometimes regarded as the essential 

learning behaviour” (Bell et al. 2009:143); from their museums research Falk and Lynn Dierking 

agree that “people make meaning through a constant process of relating past experiences to the 

present… this process is at the root of all learning” (Falk and Dierking 2000:61).  I argue these 

commonalities are more than semantic: in all cases they unite previously discussed ideas of 

knowledge and identity into observable interactions.  These interactions could be public 

negotiation over how science is to shape the future; an individual developing their personal 

relationship to science; and, indeed, discussions on OSSGs.  Exactly how meanings provide a 

subject for empirical study is discussed in my research proposal, therefore for the rest of this 

piece I discuss what OSSGs offer the body of theory discussed above.  

 

 

4) A Return to OSSGs 

“The strength and weakness of a collective intelligence is that it is disorderly, undisciplined, and 

unruly” - (Jenkins 2006a:54) 

 

4.1 OSSGs as Everyday Setting 

I start by returning to the asymmetry noted in Section 3.3, that scholarly descriptions of 

knowledge-identity relations are much thicker and more dynamic in qualitative than 

quantitative PES literature.  However, for the purposes of this research it is more important to 

consider the divide as not a qualitative-quantitative one, but rather between designed and 

everyday settings (see Section 2.3).  Precisely defining the term ‘everyday’, and distinguishing it 

from ‘designed’, is surprisingly difficult.  Although Bell et. al. suggest that everyday learning is 

distinct from learning in designed settings in that a “significant portion of it occurs in settings in 

which there is not necessarily any explicit goal of teaching or learning science” (2009:63), this 

does raise the question of who has the goals – there may still be a prior design element on the 

part of educators or communicators, even if the learners encounter science unexpectedly 
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(Bultitude and Sardo 2012b).  For instance, reading books and watching documentaries are 

intuitively, maybe even literally, everyday activities; but books and documentaries themselves 

are intensely designed.  There is no definitive answer to these questions, so how to define 

everyday is therefore a decision based on the aims and interests of the researchers.  For 

instance, Bultitude and Sardo aim to explore attitudes of participants who were not expecting to 

encounter an opportunity for learning science, and might be normally uninterested in going to 

science museums, science centres, and the like (Bultitude and Sardo 2012a:2777, 2792).  Their 

focus on ‘everyday’ in the sense of ‘a setting where one would not specifically go to encounter 

science’ follows from this aim.   

 

This project works with the idea that ‘everyday’ can be the opposite of ‘exceptional’, with 

everyday defined as something a large proportion of participants can reasonably expect to 

encounter or occur everyday.  This follows from a problem emerging from the asymmetry: the 

risk that relations between knowledge and identity offered by qualitative PES research are in 

some way tied to exceptional settings.  For instance, it is well known within PES studies that a 

poorly designed dialogue event will lead to very different interactions, and consequently very 

different policy and scholarly conclusions, than a well-designed one (Irwin 2001; Stilgoe et al. 

2014:5–7).  Similarly we can look to John Falk’s work on museums, in which he pushes away 

from relatively stable demographic categories like race or gender, arguing that these provide 

little insight into visitor behaviour (Falk 2009:29).  In contrast to relatively stable “big ‘I’ 

identities”, Falk focusses on “little ‘i’ identities” which are more situated and “respond to the 

needs and realities of the specific moment” (Dawson and Jensen 2011; Falk 2009:73, 2011:6), 

and thus shows that “prior knowledge and understanding combined with the in-museum 

experiences to effect personal meaning making” (Falk and Dierking 2000:82 emphasis added).  As 

a result his extremely detailed characterisations of “identity-related motivations” specifically 

relate to a museum visit context, and are not obviously applicable outside of that (Falk 2011).  

While meaning-making can never be completely divorced from context, I suggest that 

understanding everyday interactions is more likely to inform our understanding of exceptional 

settings than vice-versa.  At the very least, a thick qualitative understanding of everyday settings 

provides a potentially useful contrast – and, as shown by fan scholarship, online settings 

provide an opportunity to do so. 
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4.2 Normativity 

This contrast also involves pushing against the normative and evaluative thrust underlying 

much PES scholarship, diagnosed in a recent summation of the PES field (Stilgoe et al. 2014).  

The authors note the interest value of case-studies of localised and clearly bounded dialogue 

processes, in that these can be used as “interesting experiments or perhaps performances in 

governance” which allow evaluations of inputs and legitimacy (Stilgoe et al. 2014:5).  The same 

is true for non-policy-related PES, though evaluations may be more in terms of  participation 

than legitimacy (Davies 2013; Dawson 2014).  However, Stilgoe et. al. express concerns: that 

“the literature risks becoming a litany of engagement case studies and evaluations” (p. 6); that 

“in such ends-based discussions… the how trumps the why” (p. 4); and that “too much analysis 

has focused on the wrong level of experimentation. We need to take a step back and view 

engagement in its wider political context” (p. 5).  While I agree with most of these concerns, I 

disagree with the emphasis on political context.  Even in the broader senses of ‘political’ which 

go beyond policy-making this still implies some form of organisation towards a shared 

normative goal – for Stilgoe et. al., “commitment to the idea of democratic science policy” (p.5) – 

with concomitant ideas of success, failure, and progress.  But if we are to fully understand why 

certain engagement activities proceed as they do, we need to account for the messy fact that 

participants are likely to bring personal factors from their everyday lives, which cannot be 

straightforwardly evaluated by these overarching political and scholarly goals.  

 

Again, this viewpoint derives from fandom scholarship.  Fandoms may temporarily take on 

group goals – for instance, unwanted actions by the mass media conglomerates who control the 

objects of their fandom (Jenkins 2006c).  But more commonly any attempts to impose group 

norms and structures are at constant risk of being overturned – those previously identified as 

the ‘experts’ can quite easily become rejected as ‘has-beens’ (Baym 2000:184–196).  Besides 

this, there are deeper theoretical commitments to consider.  In an important essay entitled 

Perfectly Normal Female Interest in Men Bonking: Selections from the Terra Nostra Underground 

Jenkins (co-writing with fellow fans Cynthia Jenkins and Shoshanna Green) criticised the 

“exotic” representations of fans and the “magisterial perspective” of academic literature, amidst 

concerns that in these approaches “what got lost was the kind of dialogue that was emerging 

within slash fandom” (Green, Jenkins, and Jenkins 1998; Jenkins 2006b:60–61).  Matt Hills, often 

a critic of Jenkins’ work, builds on this essay by suggesting that no-one, academics or otherwise, 

can “explain to somebody how to ‘do’ fandom,” and that the normative thrust of fan scholarship 

could instead be to “turn back on the academic subculture… so that there is some kind of 

decentering there, some kind of challenge to our own sense of expertise” (Hills and Jenkins 
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2006:28, 34).  On this last point that the philosophies of PES and fan scholarship closely align; 

but for fan scholarship it was only made possible by a strong rejection of any normative 

approach to their research subjects. 

 

 

Conclusion 

To précis the argument of this piece: 

 Relations between knowledge and identity have been shown to be dynamically inter-related 

by three pertinent sets of literature: Public Engagement with Science, Informal Science 

Education, and Fan Scholarship.  These dynamic inter-relations between knowledge and 

identity can be seen by studying particular interactions which, in a broad sense, ‘make 

meaning’.  

 Within PES/ISE literature this is captured in detail by studies focussing on exceptional 

settings.  However fan scholarship shows how online settings can be used to examine 

meaning-making in more everyday settings, by accounting for more fluid hierarchy 

structures, lack of shared goals, and the role of phatic/emotive communication. 

 However, we must also consider any distinctive role played by the appearance of ‘science’ in 

conversations, by contrast with the fictional texts usually discussed by fan scholars. 

 

 

This brings us back to the distinguishing features of OSSGs outlined in the introduction: 

  

1) They present themselves as aimed at an audience interested in ‘science’, conceived broadly.  

This excludes sites focussed on technology, medical sciences, or a particular scientific 

discipline. 

2) They are interactive sites and allow any participant to contribute content on an equal basis.  

This excludes blogs, in which most participants are limited to only commenting on posts.   

3) There are no necessary professional/nonprofessional or specialist/nonspecialist 

identifiers.  This excludes sites which require specialist credentials for registration (e.g. 

institutional log-in). 

4) They display no strong normative goals or intended output.  They do not focus on or value 

conversations in which scientific information is discussed any more highly than jokes, 

expressions of social solidarity, or other phatic transactions.  This excludes citizen science 

and educational groups. 
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It should hopefully now be clear why I see these features as a useful and novel direction for 

research: they allow a greater flexibility in scientific meaning-making than many other PES 

settings, by pushing against rigid interests, hierarchies, roles, and goals.  By using an online 

setting it is hoped that these features can be combined with the potential to observe 

interactions in a ‘natural setting’, as outlined in the research proposal.  

 

I should end by clarifying the exact normative stance of this project.  Though this project pushes 

against normativity in case-studies, this does not extend to the scholarly outlook underpinning 

the project.  Following Mike Lynch, this is not a push against normativity “in favour of ivory-

tower disinterestedness… underpinned by a moral subscription to objectivity”; rather, following 

the example of OSSGs as a leisurely activity, this project is a “vacation” from the explicitly 

political projects of PES, in order to “return to business at hand with a different, perhaps more 

original orientation… a temporary refuge that affords the opportunity to see, or do, something 

different. Such leisure provides distance without transcendence” (Lynch 2009:102, 114).  The 

original orientation I hope to bring is to try and focus on the sorts of people, their personal 

identities and relations to science – to give empirical flesh to the “imagined audience” of public 

engagement (Bell 2012b).  After all, the presence of people with personal feelings towards 

science is constant throughout all public engagement, and therefore one of the key factors for 

understanding the “higher order game” of PES which transcends particular settings (Irwin, 

Jensen, and Jones 2013:131; Stilgoe et al. 2014:5).  If, as Mark Henderson (2012) has claimed, 

“People with a love of science can get political, to create a force our leaders can no longer afford 

to ignore”, then this is an attempt to understand that love in order to engage with the political 

result. 
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